
144 NC Rotary Tables

Own NC Rotary Table Controller

NeoCon Series : 1 axis

Minimum setting unit: 0.001°

100ch 100,000 Block

NeoCon

COORD

A-AXIS

CH00

N499

CUR-LD

88.5%

POWER

USB

MPG

ServoMotor
ServoPack

5GMAV 06A3A6S
5R5A01A

InputPower
MFG. No.

/1 / 220V 50/ 60Hz
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146 NC Rotary Tables

NC Rotary Table Controller

No block finished

Arbitrary finish output

Do not output the block finish (BLKFIN).

In the program execution, too, provide block finish (BLKFIN) and arbitrary finish (G99 FIN) output.

Output the arbitrary finish (G99FIN) only, not block finish .

Rotation 
speed command

Dwell

Lead cut

Continuous buffer
Continuous buffer 
cancel

Clamp unused

Emphasizes 
the interlink

Position check 
deviation invalid

Interlink start

Continuos start

Machine start point 
return
Process start point 
return

Clamp used

Escape loop

Repetition

Absolute

Incremental

Process coordinate 
system setting

Only calculation command is available. 

No movement, wait for time. 

Rotate the table by multiple turns. 

Executes program block continuously, until the following G09 command.

Cancel the continuous befffer of G08, return to the ordinary single block run.

Set the clamp device at table stop to unused, which is effective until the next G11 command. 

Emphasis the interlink by checking the deviation in the positions of the program blocks when the continuous 
buffer is effective (G08). The checking of deviation in positioin is effective until the next G16 command. 

Cancel the effectiveness of the position deviation check function. Do not check the deviation in the positions of the programs. 

This function outputs block finish signal prior to motion in program running, which is used for the interlinked operation
with the machine, etc. 

If G22 is commanded, the table rotates continuousy until the next start input. 

Position at the machine origin point of the table. 

Position at the origin of the process coordinate system of the table. 

Cancel the clamp device of G10 unused state, and apply clamp at table stop.

Run the program inloop until the process start point is reached. 
When reached, escape from the loop and execute the next block.

Repeat execution of the program by specified number of times, from the designated block to the block.

Execute positioning in the absolute coordinates of the process coordinate system. 

Execute positioning in the relative coordinates. 

Process start point can be set up as desired in the program.

Block arbitrary finish 
output

Address             Description                                  Setting Unit                        Setting Range            Remark

Refer to the G Code function section.

Rotation angle command

Dwel time command

Rotation speed command

Jump command

Subroutine command

Return command

Partition command

Beginning block NO. 
command of repetition
function (G27)

End block NO. command
of repetition function (G27)

Frequency of repetition 
function (G27) command

G99 command of 
interlinked start 
function(G21)

Block No.

Block No.

Block No.

Block No.

Return No.

No.of partitions

No. of 
repetitions

G99 command 
No.

Jump prior to the command block

1/60 (differ as Gear Ratio) 0~5000

1~999

1~999

Jump prior to the command block

End of 1 turn subroutine 

G99 command is executed in the 
same block as the G21 command. 

NeoCon
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